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About This Game

Shn!p is an original puzzler about clearing a field of dots.

Complete over 150 levels that will have you popping dots off blockers, through blackholes, and many other special mechanics!

FEATURES
- Polished puzzle experience with satisfying explosions

- 160 handcrafted levels
- Special mechanics including blockers, color changers, black holes, magnets, and wormholes

- Color blind friendly mode
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Through Abandoned 2 is a point-and-click adventure game in which the player has to progress through the abandoned
ruins of a mysterious yet technologically advanced race. The player has to explore different areas and rooms in order to
find items and clues that will allow them to activate strange mechanisms and reveal entrances to new areas. The game
is set in the same eerie atmosphere of the first Abandoned game, being inspired by Mateusz Skutnik's Submachine games.
If you have played the aforementioned games before then this series will bring you a feeling of nostalgia that will make the
game, in my opinion, very enjoyable. The art style is good and the music enhances the eerie feeling of the game. The only
downside I can think of is that it's a bit too short for its price. Nevertheless, I am looking forward to the next installment and
I hope the series will gain the same prestige as the Submachine games. 10\/10. This game is highly un-polished, glitchy and
full of bugs, would not recomend.. Designy looking shmup with tedious gameplay? Returned, there are too many.. VODKA
BULLETS AND PSEUDO RUSSIAN BS - BRILLIANCE 4 38PENCE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
. I learned about the original ODD board game a couple months ago when I was searching on Amazon for D&D dice. Fast
forward to launch day and I see ODD pop up as a new release on Steam. Definitely worth the $10. I will be looking forward
to future content.. This game kept me going for hours, fun as hell

TL;DR: Had fun, don't have too many crops.

Pros:
- Has humor
- Farming in the fun way (not taking years to harvest or plant)
- Zombies
- Turrets

Cons:
- Can get a bit repetitive
- Has performance issues (Had 800 crops with 1 FPS. I don't have a bad computer)
- Needs upgrades for different turrets such as: Damage increase, range increase or spread decrease for shotgun turret.
Played the demo, liked the game, bought the game, completed the game in one sitting.

No regrets on my part~ :). works perfectly fine for me on the oculus. Addictive and time consuming in the most enjoyble way!
Prepare to waste hours play this game as you make one chioce then backtrack to make a different one before choosing which
one you are going to be content with, this game may look simple and it is, but that's what makes it so different from the
modern mainstream games. This is unique and the developers and artists and producers really cared about what they were
making and it shows, so if you have the guts take your first steps into this world and be prepared for a journey that will never
be the same as any one else's.

The choice is yours.... 1 for a 1.5 hours of fun, meh
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i dont even know. What can I say? I love this series!

As a Pro Wrestling fan and a text-sim nerd, this is the best of both worlds. Run your own promotion, book the matches, handle
contracts, write angles and promos, etc. etc.

This is for Mr. Adam Ryland: You know what I'm gonna ask next. Gimme Gimme TEW 2013 on Steam! Pretty Please? :p

. The beta for World of tanks i see cool game you can win as merica or as germany of course if you can pass the memory error
or the crashes but hey its almost a 10 years old game so its ok only buy -75% or more by the way what a strange combo square
enix and war gaming lol.. NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! PLEASE GOD NO!

Not more of this crap! This game...okay fine, the gun models were decent for three dollars and being a Unity title...everything
else was a fail though. We need more enemies, pvp only when accepted and a few other tweeks before this game is acceptable.

STILL IT WAS BETTER THAN NEXT DAY SURVIVAL. This game is amazingly fun. And you can play it whenever you
have time. If you have only a little bit of time, you can just jump in and try to get as far as possible fast. If you have a lot of
time, you can jump in and explore the entire dungeons, looking for treasure. This game is pretty much a game for not only al
types of gamers, but also for al ages. My advice: Get your hands on this game!. very good short expirence. Perfect for someone
new to horror games in vr but wants to try the genre before spending money on a game. highly reccommended.. Good game but
still needs a few kinks worked out.

I think its been worth it because there's not many ways you can get 10+ hours of entertainment for \u00a313.99 these days.

If you're going to add fighting please make this optional. I enjoy the game as it is without violence.

I notice you can buy things like thigh high boots, high heel shoes, latex pants and devil horns. Maybe a sex worker skill would be
something to think about? You could make a lot of money from sex work, but you need condoms for it. Also it reduces your
moral and health if you dont use a condom.. Crashiola game. Four times, never finished a single game.
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